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Value talk

• “A discussion on the European values is necessary for the 
future of the European Union”(NL Prime Minister Balkenende 
2004)

• “We cannot build a Europe without vision. And without values 
there is no vision” (Giscard d’Estaing 2004)

• “the narrative of Europe as a ‘community of pacific interests’ 
(Friedensgemeinschaft) …has lost its appeal. …a new narrative (Friedensgemeinschaft) …has lost its appeal. …a new narrative 
has to be found which can clearly be attributed to the EU” 
(Angela Merkel 2007) 

• Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union consolidated by the 
Treaty of Lisbon affirms that: ‘The Union is founded on the 
values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, 
equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, 
including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.’



Questions:
• Reflecting on the very concept of values?

• What do we know about our values – empirical 

insights from e.g. surveys?

• How can we interact with the values of people in 

regard to S&T, have a dialogue?regard to S&T, have a dialogue?

• What regulatory instruments do we have appealing 

to values?

• 2 case studies: biometrics & pathogen research (dual 

use)

• A blueprint for value informed governance of S&T?



1. On values.



Defining values? 

• Values are reference points for evaluating 

something as positive or negative. Values are 

rationally and emotionally binding, giving 

long-term orientation and motivation for long-term orientation and motivation for 

action.



• No pertinent role in classical 
philosophy – rather: The Good

• Emerging late 19th and early 20th 
Century, inspired from economic 
sphere, taken up by not so 
prominent moral philosophers  
e.g. Mac Scheler, Nicolai 
prominent moral philosophers  
e.g. Mac Scheler, Nicolai 
Hartmann .

• Re-vitalized by application 
oriented, practical ethics 

• Hans Joas: “values originate in 
experiences of self-formation and 
self-transcendence” (The Genesis of 
Values, 2000, p. 164)



Values as points of reference:
Ideas about the good life – how do we want to live?

Who do we want to be?

René Magritte: Les valeurs personelles, 1952



Advantage over ethics?

• Ethics often perceived as a restrictive block.

• Values ≠ attitudes, preferences, norms, taste

• Norms are grounded in values. 

• Values not monolithic, they come in sets.

• Providing orientation, giving motivation, give sense of identity

• Values have various connotations / shadings in different contexts

• Values allow for intensities• Values allow for intensities

• Values can conflict with each other



• Differentiation for different roles roles we take

• Dialectical relationship to worldview and 

beliefs.

• Debates about S&T can be cast into debates

about underlying values:

Politics / 
legal 

regulation

Experts / 
science / 
industry

Values

Users / 
publics



Can a focus on values improve 

governance of S&T?
• S&T policy needs to work with a long term perspective

• Designing socially robust innovation policies

• Uses foresight methods

• Could use «value isobars»?!



2. Knowing our values in regard to S&T?



European Social Survey (2002) and the Schwartz model of value structure 



A difficult subject to measure

• Values-as-truisms problem:
- like motherhood and apple-pie?

(«Friede, Freude, Eierkuchen!»)

• There is a wide range of value concepts with no concept 
being dominant in guiding empirical researchbeing dominant in guiding empirical research

• Result: very few studies, especially in regard to S&T:

Example:
Journal: Science, Technology and Human Values

– 1,757 publications since 1976

– only 81 publications include the term ‚values‘ in the title, 
keywords list or abstract (59 articles)

– 27 empirical studies, 10 address groups of the general public



Available data

e.g. Eurobarometers

e.g. EB 69: Values of Europeans

World Value Survey, ESS

European Value Study

European

Science and technology

Values

e.g. EB Life Sciences

e.g. Special EB Social 

Values, Science & 

Technology

Non-European 

value studies

Non-European 

S&T studies

Non-European studies 

on values and S&T
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Whose values?

MASIS Expert Group (2009): Challenging Futures of Science in Society (p.21)



The role of question framing and format 

EB 69, 2008: 

Values of Europeans

Europeans and Biotechnology in 2010: 

• to halt climate change, we have to rethink ways of living even if it means lower 

economic growth (64%) vs 

• Technology will stop climate change and global warming so we can maintain our way of 

life and economic growth (26%), 10% dk



Is this really a good information basis 

for S&T policy?

• We need to improve and multiply methods, couple 
available data in new ways, ask new questions, 
explore concrete issues and topics. 



Innovative ways to present exisiting 

knowledge?

• The proposal of a Value Atlas on S & T to 

capture the complex value landscapes capture the complex value landscapes 



3. Blueprint for value informed 

governance of S&T:

• Blueprint as basic design, basic structure, 

building architecture. 

• Contrasted with traditional governance:





Other value-based measures include:

• Specific suggestions for value research

• «Science parliament» to engage young people on 

value issues in relation to S&T

• Suggestion to adapt foresight method to value 

drivers (not only economic drivers + uncertainties)drivers (not only economic drivers + uncertainties)

• More extensive use of «soft-law» as regulatory tool 

to stimulate actors’ responsibility.

• The idea of the Value Atlas .......                

• ...over to Silje Langvatn

• Thank you!


